Books for children

Darren Chetty @rapclassroom shared a thread of books on Twitter. Gathered here for BAMEed Network with permission.

This collection is from a column written for Books for Keeps @BooksForKeeps, 'Beyond the Secret Garden', by Darren and Karen Sands O’Connor @ksandsoconnor
Becoming Dinah
Kit de Waal

Planer Omar
Accidental Trouble Magnet
Zanib Mian

High Rise Mystery
Sharina Jackson

Where the River Runs Gold
Sita Brahmachari

Patrice Lawrence
Diver’s Daughter

Bali Rai
Now or Never

Sow of the Circus
E.L. Norry

"One of the most brilliant and necessary novels... The power of her words will affect generations." — Anjali Thomas

"She was fierce and strong, she looked like a different person... a person who didn’t make mistakes."

"Only love can lead you home..."
@LetterboxLib is a children's booksellers celebrating equality and diversity. You can purchase books here.

Follow @WiderReads
@_KnightsOf
@BooksRound

If you'd like recommendations for adults, try the books page from @BAMEedNetwork